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Abstract

Potential output is the largest amount of products that can be produced by fully utilizing

available labor and capital stock; the output gap is defined as the discrepancy between actual

and potential output.  If data on production factors contain measurement errors, total factor

productivity (TFP) cannot be estimated accurately from the Solow residual (i.e., the portion of

output that is not attributable to labor and capital inputs).  This may give rise to distortions in

the estimation of potential output and output gap.

The primary purpose of this paper is to discuss theoretically how measurement errors and

quality changes in production factors affect estimates of potential output and the output gap.

The main results are (i) that effects of quality changes in production factors can be left in the

Solow residual for correct estimation of potential output and the output gap, but (ii) that

measurement errors in utilization of capital stock and labor should be removed.  Estimation of

Japan’s output gap, in particular, may be distorted by the absence of data on capacity utilization

in non-manufacturing sectors.

To resolve this problem, we consider two definitions of output gap and compare their

performance.  The first definition (the conventional output gap) assumes capacity utilization to

be 100% in non-manufacturing sectors.  Then we fit a certain trend to the Solow residual and

define the trend as TFP and the regression residual as capacity utilization in non-manufacturing

sectors.  The second definition (the new output gap) uses data on electricity consumption to

directly estimate capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  In this case, we can take

the Solow residual to be TFP.

Next, we compare the performance of the two definitions of output gap in terms of their
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consistency with reference dates of business cycle and with various DIs in Short-term Economic

Survey of Enterprises in Japan published by the Bank of Japan, including business conditions

DI.  We show that the “new output gap” is superior to the “conventional output gap.”

Furthermore, when the new output gap is used in a Phillips curve, estimates of parameters are

more stable than when we use the conventional output gap.  These results suggest that the new

output gap is a suitable measure of slackness in the Japanese economy.
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Introduction

Each economy can produce a certain amount of products during a certain period if it fully

utilizes the available labor force and capital stock.  Potential output captures this concept in

terms of real gross domestic product (GDP).1  The discrepancy between actual output and

potential output is called the output gap, a concept that captures excess demand or supply in an

economy.  Since the output gap expresses slackness of economic activity, it is an important

measure of economic welfare.  Furthermore, since the output gap measures pressure on prices,

it provides useful information for the implementation of monetary policy.  Inflationary

pressure is put on prices (e.g., consumer prices) when the output gap shrinks during a boom.

On the other hand, deflationary pressure emerges when the output gap expands during a

recession.

Since the output gap is unobservable, it needs to be estimated.  Among the various methods

proposed to estimate the output gap, we introduce the production-function approach, which is

based on an estimated aggregate production function.2  This method estimates the output gap in

three steps.  First, we consider a production function with three factors: capital, labor, and total

factor productivity (TFP).  Second, potential output is calculated by substituting the entire

amount of labor and capital into the previous production function.  Finally, the output gap is

obtained as a deviation rate of actual output from the potential output.3  This is the classical

and standard way of estimating the output gap, as used in Economic Survey of Japan (by the

Economic Planning Agency, or EPA)

Since measurement errors creep into data on capital and labor, estimation of the output gap

may be distorted.  Since TFP is unobservable as mentioned, it is extracted from the Solow

residual as the remainder after contributions of capital and labor are subtracted from realized

output.4  If there is no measurement error, TFP coincides with the Solow residual; otherwise, it

departs from the Solow residual.  Erroneous estimation of TFP may affect estimates of

potential output and the output gap.

There are two types of measurement errors: measurement errors in factor utilization and

                                                  
1 One definition of potential output is an upper boundary of an economy’s producible real GDP; another definition is
an average of an economy’s real GDP (e.g., Giorno et.al. [1995], Congressional Budget Office (U.S.A.) [1995],
Economic Planning Agency (Japan) [2000]).

2 For existing estimates of Japan’s output gap, see Economic Planning Agency [2000] and Bayoumi [2000].

3 In estimating the output gap, TFP is untouched.  The reason is that since TFP reflects production efficiency of a
whole economy, a reduction in output due to a decline in TFP does not imply an increase in the slackness of
economic activity.

4 For research on variations in TFP, see Jorgenson and Griliches [1967], Denison [1967], and Kendrick and Grossman
[1980].  Hulten [2000] is a recent survey of the TFP literature.
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quality changes in production factors.  For the former, it is well known that in Japan, there is

no data on capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  For this reason, in estimating the

output gap, capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors is often assumed to be 100%.5

Suppose true capacity utilization declines in non-manufacturing sectors.  Measured capacity

utilization is untouched since it is constant at 100%; instead, the Solow residual decreases.  If

one mistakes the decrease in the Solow residual for a decline in TFP, potential output is

underestimated and so is the output gap.  Therefore, to correctly estimate the output gap,

measurement errors should be removed from Solow residuals.

An example of quality change in production factors is the argument that the Solow residual

may have declined due to rapid depreciation of capital stock in the latter half of the 1990s.  In

this case, it is wrong to think of the decrease in the Solow residual as a decline in TFP.

Nonetheless, depreciation of capital stock is similar to a decline in TFP, since both mean a

reduction in production capability.  This implies that whether depreciation of capital stock is

taken to be a decline in TFP or a reduction in capital amount, estimates of potential output and

output gap are free from distortion.  Consequently, to correctly estimate potential output and

the output gap, effects of quality change can be left in the Solow residual.

We take two approaches to prevent measurement error in capacity utilization in non-

manufacturing sectors from distorting estimates of the output gap.  The first approach assumes

that capacity utilization moves together with the business cycle.  After we regress the Solow

residual along a certain trend, we think of the fitted trend as TFP and of the regression residual

as the measurement error in capacity utilization.  In this paper, we call the output gap thus

calculated the conventional output gap.  This approach, however, suffers from a risk.  Even

when capital stock is rapidly outdated or true TFP varies with large structural changes in an

economy, a deviation in the Solow residual from its trend is mistaken for a variation in capacity

utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  This gives rise to a distortion in the estimation of

output gap.

The second approach incorporates direct estimates of capacity utilization in non-

manufacturing sectors to prevent measurement errors from creeping into the Solow residual.

In this paper, we use data on electricity consumption to provide an estimate of capacity

utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  If the estimate is accurate, the Solow residual

coincides with TFP.  As a result, TFP can be obtained without identifying a trend in the Solow

residual.  We call the output gap thus calculated the new output gap.  This approach has a risk

however.  Errors created when estimating capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors is

                                                  
5 EPA [2000] assumes that capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors is constant.
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reflected in measurements of productivity.  Since factor utilization is directly related to the

output gap, such estimates require great accuracy.

We have no direct ways, even ex ante, to evaluate the conventional and new output gap.

Hence, we resort to the following practical criteria to compare the performances of the two

definitions.  First, we check the consistency of the output gap with reference dates of business

cycle (released by EPA) and also examine the leads-and-lags relationships with various DIs (e.g.,

business conditions DI) in Short-term Economic Survey of Enterprises in Japan (Tankan

published by the Bank of Japan).  A key finding is that the new output gap is more consistent

with reference dates of business cycle and Tankan DIs than is the conventional output gap.  In

particular, the new output gap successfully traces the recovery of the Japanese economy that

started from 1999.  Second, we estimate Phillips curves and evaluate the performance of the

output gap focusing on the stability of the parameters and the accuracy of predictions.  A key

finding is that the new output gap works better especially when considering parameter stability.

In this paper, we discuss various issues in estimating the output gap when using the

production-function approach.  In section 1, we summarize theoretically how measurement

errors in data affect estimates of potential output and the output gap.  We conclude that choice

of an estimation method, depends on whether there are measurement errors in factor utilization

or quality changes in production factors.  In section 2, we explain the conventional procedure

for estimating output gap and summarize its defects.  In section 3, we devise another method to

estimate the output gap and clarify its differences from the conventional measure.  Comparing

the conventional and the new output gap, we find that the two series have moved quite

differently in recent years.  This suggests that it is very important to investigate sources of

measurement error when estimating the output gap.  In section 4, we evaluate the conventional

and the new ways to measure the output gap with a focus on consistency with various business

cycle indicators and its usefulness when estimating Phillips curves.  In section 5, we

investigate how revision and accumulation of GDP statistics affect estimation of the output

gap.6  In appendix 1, we list source data used in estimating the output gap.  In appendix 2, we

justify use of a Cobb-Douglas function for the Japanese aggregate production function.  In

appendix 3, we discuss our choice of a trend in the Solow residual during the asset-bubble

period.  In appendix 4, we discuss the use of market value of capital stock that is calculated by

applying depreciation rates that are consistent with prices in second-hand markets instead of

gross capital stock.7  In appendix 5, we consider an ideal definition of labor share to calculate

                                                  
6 For effects of revision of GDP statistics on the output gap in the U.S., see Orphanides and van Norden [1999].

7 We can estimate depreciation rates of capital from second-hand-market prices.  A market value of capital stock is
calculated, based on these depreciation rates.  See Masuda [2000] for details.
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contributions of capital and labor.

1. Measurement Error and Output Gap

In this section, we explain how the output gap is estimated with an aggregate production

function and investigate effects of measurement error on the estimation theoretically.  First, we

present a basic process for estimating output gap.  Next, we analyze how output gap is affected

by measurement errors in capacity utilization, quality changes in capital stock, labor hoarding,

quality changes in labor force, measurement errors in a labor share, and revision of GDP

statistics.  See Chart 1 for detailed results of the analysis.

(1) Basic Procedure for Estimating Output Gap

In this paper, we assume a Cobb-Douglas production function that uses capital and labor as

production factors.  (See appendix 2, for justification of the use of a Cobb-Douglas production

function.) That is,

aa g -×××= 1)( KLAY ,

where Y  is real GDP, A  is TFP, L  is labor inputs, K  is capital stock, and g  is capacity

utilization.  The a  is labor elasticity of production and coincides with a labor share if factor

markets are competitive.  Taking the logarithm of both sides of the equation, we obtain

)ln()1(lnlnln KLAY ×-++= gaa . (1)

The first term on the right-hand side of the equation is the contribution of TFP, the second is that

of labor, and the third is that of capital.  The remainder after the second and third terms are

subtracted from the left-hand side of the equation is called the Solow residual, which coincides

with TFP if Y , L , K , g , and a  are measured accurately.

Potential output ( *Y ) obtains by replacing L  with its maximum level (*L ) and g  with its

maximum level (100%), while TFP is taken as given.

KLAY ln)1(lnlnln ** aa -++= .

Output gap (G ) is defined as a discrepancy between actual and potential output.  That is,

gaa ln)1()ln(lnlnln/)( **** -+-=-@-= LLYYYYYG .

Note that the output gap always takes a negative value.  Its absolute value decreases as

contributions of labor and capital approach their maximum levels.  (Below, output gap refers to

its absolute value.)  In this section, for ease of exposition, we use the log-approximation of

output gap in the third position, whereas in later sections we use its fractional expression in the
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second position.

(2) Measurement Errors in Capacity Utilization

(Effects of Taking the Solow Residual To Be TFP)

Data on Y , L , K , g , and a  are often subject to measurement error.  Here we first discuss

the effects of measurement errors in capacity utilization on estimation of the output gap.

Suppose that capacity utilization is given by g  with measurement error.  Then the Solow

residual (A ) is

)ln()1(lnlnln KLYA ×---= gaa .

Substituting equation (1), we obtain

)ln)(ln1(lnln gga --+= AA . (2)

If capacity utilization contains positive measurement errors (gg > ), we underestimate TFP if

we take the Solow residual to be TFP.

Based on this Solow residual, we can derive the potential output as

)ln)(ln1(ln)1(lnln *** ggaaa --+=-++= YKLAY .

It is observed that potential output is underestimated by the underestimation of TFP.

Furthermore, the output gap is given by

}ln)1(ln{ln)}ln()1(ln{ln * KLAKLAG aagaa -++-×-++=

  )ln)(ln1(ln)1()ln(ln * ggagaa --+=-+-= GLL .

Therefore, if capacity utilization is overestimated (gg > ), the estimated output gap (in absolute

value) is smaller than the real output gap.  This result is almost trivial when we remember that

overestimation of capacity utilization means overestimation of contribution of capital services.

(TFP Following a Linear Trend)

Even when a contribution of capital services creeps into the Solow residual, we can accurately

estimate the output gap with knowledge of the behavior of true TFP.8  For instance, suppose

that true TFP grows at a constant rate.  Then

tA ×+= 21ln bb , (3)

                                                  
8 There is no direct way of observing true TFP.  Modeling TFP requires concrete knowledge of driving forces behind
TFP.  It is often assumed that TFP moves together with technological progress and its growth rate is almost constant.
In this case, TFP is modeled as a linear trend.  TFP moves, however, due to reasons other than just technological
progress.  Thus, the assumption of a linear trend is always subject to specification error.
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where we assume that behavior of TFP is governed by technological progress, which follows a

stable growth path; on the other hand, contributions of labor and capital show cyclical behavior.

Substituting equation (3) into equation (2), we obtain

)ln)(ln1(ln 21 ggabb --+×+= tA .

If )ln(ln gg -  has zero mean, we can estimate Aln  by regressing Aln  on time trend t .9

Based on this TFP, we can estimate the output gap as follows.

}ln)1(ln{ln)}ln()1(ln{ln * KLAKLAG aagaa -++-×-++=

  GLL =-+-= gaa ln)1()ln(ln * .

Thus, as far as )ln(ln gg -  has zero mean and TFP follows a linear trend, we can accurately

estimate TFP and thus the output gap.  These favorable results are attributed to correctly

identifying both the overestimation of the capital contribution and the underestimation of the

TFP contribution.

(TFP Not Following a Linear Trend)

Next, we assume that TFP does not follow a linear trend.  That is,

MtA +×+= 21ln ll ,

where M  represents a remainder that cannot be explained by a linear trend and can be time-

variant.  Substituting this into equation (2), we obtain

)ln)(ln1(ln 21 ggall --++×+= MtA .

Hence, if regressing Aln  on time trend t , we extract the wrong TFP (A
~

ln ).  That is,

tA ×+= 21
~

ln ll .

Based on this incorrect TFP, we obtain the output gap.

}ln)1(ln
~

{ln)}ln()1(ln{ln
~ * KLAKLAG aagaa -++-×-++=

  MGMLL +=+-+-= gaa ln)1()ln(ln * .

Suppose true TFP falls below a linear trend by M  ( 0<M ).  In this case, a linear trend

overestimates TFP, which leads to overestimation of potential output by the same amount.

Thus, the estimated output gap is wider (in absolute value) than the true output gap.  Put

                                                  
9 When data on capital utilization has an upward bias, )ln)(ln1( gga --  has a negative mean.  Thus, when

regressing Aln  on time trend t  by using ordinary least squares, we underestimate 1b .  This leads to an

underestimation of potential output and thus to an underestimation of the output gap.  Although this pushes up the
level of the output gap, the variations are unaffected.
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differently, when true TFP falls below a linear trend, we misunderstand that data miss declines

in capacity utilization, adjustments are incorrect, which leads to overestimation of the output

gap.

(3) Quality Changes in Capital Stock

Next, we assume that statistics capture quality changes in capital stock insufficiently and then

investigate those effects on estimates of the output gap.  (i) Capital stock is overestimated

when data on capital stock take into consideration scrap but not depreciation.10  (ii) Capital

stock is overestimated if capital stock is deteriorated and outdated.  And, (iii) capital stock is

underestimated if R&D is not counted as investment.

Suppose that capital stock is given by K  without taking quality changes into consideration.

Then the Solow residual is

)ln()1(lnlnln KLYA ×---= gaa .

Substituting equation (1), we obtain

)ln)(ln1(lnln KKAA --+= a .

Suppose capital stock is overestimated ( KK > ).  By taking the Solow residual to be TFP, we

underestimate TFP.

Based on this Solow residual, we can estimate potential output as

*** ln)1(lnln YKLAY =-++= aa .

Thus, potential output is estimated accurately even if TFP is wrongly estimated.  This is

because overestimation of production capability due to the overestimation of capital stock is

netted out precisely by the underestimation of production capability due to the underestimation

of TFP.

Since potential output is estimated accurately, so is output gap.  That is,

}ln)1(ln{ln)}ln()1(ln{ln * KLAKLAG aagaa -++-×-++=

  GLL =-+-= gaa ln)1()ln(ln * .

As before, if TFP follows a linear trend, it may be extracted accurately by regressing the

Solow residual on a time trend.  Quality change in capital stock, however, is irreversible.

Once quality is lost, its effect lasts for a relatively long time and the Solow residual is likely to

depart from a linear trend.  As discussed before, when the Solow residual deviates from its

                                                  
10 See Masuda [2000] for basic concepts and properties of capital stock data in Japan.
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linear trend it is mistaken for declines in capacity utilization.  Thus, if we fit a linear trend to

the Solow residual, potential output is overestimated by the deviation and the output gap is

overestimated (in absolute value) as well.

(4) Labor Hoarding

At a beginning of recession, companies often avoid big lay-offs.  Furthermore, regular working

hours are not reduced significantly.  Unreported overtime working hours are reduced and labor

hoarding emerges however.  Thus, reported labor input overestimates true labor inputs.

Suppose that labor input is reported to be L  with measurement errors.  Then the Solow

residual (A ) is

)ln()1(lnlnln KLYA ×---= gaa .

Substituting equation (1), we obtain

)ln(lnlnln LLAA -+= a .

Suppose that the labor input contains positive measurement errors (LL > ).  Then TFP is

underestimated if the Solow residual is taken to be TFP.

Based on this Solow residual, we estimate potential output as

)ln(lnln)1(lnln *** LLYKLAY -+=-++= aaa .

That is, potential output is underestimated by the underestimation of TFP.  The output gap is

estimated as

}ln)1(ln{ln)}ln()1(ln{ln * KLAKLAG aagaa -++-×-++=

  )ln(lnln)1()ln(ln * LLGLL -+=-+-= agaa .

Thus, if labor input is overestimated ( LL > ), output gap is underestimated (in absolute value).

Note that overestimation of labor input implies overestimation of labor contribution.  Thus,

trivially output gap is underestimated by that amount.

Suppose that TFP follows a linear trend.  Then, by regressing the Solow residual on a time

trend, the decline in the true labor amount is separated from movements of TFP.  This allows

us to correctly estimate TFP, potential output, and the output gap.  On the other hand, unless

TFP follows a linear trend, all estimates suffer from error to the extent that TFP departs from its

linear trend.

Labor hoarding is treated in the same way as measurement errors in capacity utilization.

Let h  be a ratio of actual labor input to total labor input available in an economy (i.e.,
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*LL ×=h ).  We interpret this as labor-force utilization.  Labor hoarding is an overestimation

of h .

(5) Quality Changes in the Labor Force

As educational levels advance, the same amount of labor input produces a larger output.

When unemployment lasts for a long time, labor skills are lost and output is reduced.  These

are examples of variations in the quality of the labor force.

Consider deterioration of labor quality.  Suppose that labor input is wrongly reported to be

L , since it is not measured in efficiency units.  The Solow residual (A ) is

)ln()1(lnlnln KLYA ×---= gaa .

Substituting equation (1), we obtain

)ln(lnlnln LLAA -+= a .

When deterioration occurs in the labor force ( LL > ), TFP is underestimated if we take the

Solow residual to be TFP.

Next, we estimate potential output, based on this Solow residual.  Note that when labor

deteriorates in quality, the maximum amount of labor services decreases simultaneously.  Let

the maximum amount of labor be *L  in efficiency units and *L  in hours.  Then we obtain the

relationships *LL ×=h  and *LL ×=h , where h  is labor-force utilization as previously

defined.  Therefore, potential output is

*** ln)1(lnln YKLAY =-++= aa ,

where labor-force utilization is untouched even if labor quality varies.  Thus, potential output

is estimated accurately.  This is because the overestimation of production capability due to the

overestimation of labor is netted out by underestimation of production capability due to the

underestimation of TFP.  Since potential output is estimated correctly, the output gap is also

estimated accurately.  That is,

}ln)1(ln{ln)}ln()1(ln{ln * KLAKLAG aagaa -++-×-++=

  GLL =-+-= gaa ln)1()ln(ln * .

Here again even when labor input experiences qualitative change, labor-force utilization is

unchanged.

If )ln(ln LL -  averages zero and TFP follows a linear trend, we can estimate TFP correctly

by regressing the Solow residual on a time trend.  But as is the case with quality changes in

capital stock, when TFP drops below a linear trend, the deviation is taken wrongly to be a
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decline in capacity utilization; potential output is overestimated by that amount and the output

gap is overestimated as well.

(6) Measurement Errors in Labor Share

Next, we investigate the effects of measurement errors in the labor share on estimates of the

output gap.  Suppose that a wrong labor share is given by a .  The Solow residual (A ) is

)ln()1(lnlnln KLYA ×---= gaa .

Substituting equation (1), we obtain

gaaaaaa ln)()ln)(ln()/ln()(lnln ** -+----+= LLLKAA . (4)

When the labor share contains measurement errors, TFP also suffers from measurement errors if

we take the Solow residual to be TFP.  Moreover, in many countries including Japan, the

capital equipment ratio ( */ LK ) follows an upward trend.  In this case, over time, the Solow

residual departs from TFP.  The direction of the departure varies, however.11

By taking the Solow residual to be TFP, we estimate potential output as

gaaaaaa ln)()ln)(ln(ln)1(lnln **** -+---=-++= LLYKLAY .

Therefore, unless both capital and labor are fully utilized, potential output is wrongly estimated.

In this case, output gap is given by

}ln)1(ln{ln)}ln()1(ln{ln * KLAKLAG aagaa -++-×-++=

  gaaaagaa ln)()ln)(ln(ln)1()ln(ln ** ----+=-+-= LLGLL .

Thus, if potential output is underestimated, the output gap is underestimated (in absolute value)

as well.

If TFP follows a linear trend that grows at a constant rate, we have

tA ×+= 21ln bb .

It should be noted that the capital equipment ratio also has a trend as discussed above.  That is,

tLK ×+= 21
* )/ln( dd .

Substituting these into equation (4), we obtain

      gaaaadaabdaab ln)()ln)(ln(})({})({ln *
2211 -+---×-++-+= LLtA .

                                                  
11 The direction of the departure of the Solow residual from TFP depends on the units used to measure capital stock
and working hours.  We thank Mr. Masakazu Inada (Research and Statistics Department, the Bank of Japan) for
drawing our attention to this important point.
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Therefore, regressing Aln  on a time trend t , we obtain a combined trend of Aln  and

)/ln( *LK , but cannot extract TFP separately.  That is, we obtain

tA ×-++-+= })({})({
~

ln 2211 daabdaab .

Based on this wrong TFP, we can estimate potential output as

*** ln)1(ln
~

ln
~

YKLAY =-++= aa .

Thus, even though TFP cannot be estimated separately, we can estimate potential output

accurately.  We can also estimate the output gap accurately

}ln)1(ln
~

{ln)}ln()1(ln{ln * KLAKLAG aagaa -++-×-++=

  GLLLL =-+-+-+---= gaagaaaa ln)1()ln(lnln)()ln)(ln( ** .

(7) Revision of GDP Statistics

Finally, we discuss effects of revisions of GDP statistics on estimation of the output gap.  We

revise our finest estimates four times.  Thus, there are five different figures for the same period

GDP: the first preliminary quarterly estimate (the first QE), the second preliminary quarterly

estimate (the second QE), final estimate, annual revision, and benchmark revision.  Since most

source statistics are replaced when the second QE is revised for the final estimate, large

discrepancies may occur between the output gap that is based on the preliminary GDP estimate

and that based on the final estimate.  Let the preliminary GDP estimate be given by Y .  Then

the Solow residual (A ) is

)ln()1(lnlnln KLYA ×---= gaa .

When the final GDP estimate is published, we find

)ln()1(lnlnln KLYA ×---= gaa .

Then

)ln(lnlnln YYAA -+= .

This implies that the Solow residual absorbs the entire discrepancy that exists between the

preliminary GDP estimate and the final estimate (the preliminary-final-estimate discrepancy).

Suppose that the preliminary-final-estimate discrepancy is positive.  By taking the Solow

residual to be TFP, we overestimate TFP by the same amount.

When we estimate potential output based on the Solow residual that is obtained from the

preliminary GDP estimate, we overestimate potential output by the preliminary-final-estimate

discrepancy.  That is,
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)ln(lnln)1(lnln *** YYYKLAY -+=-++= aa .

The output gap is given by

}ln)1(ln{ln)}ln()1(ln{ln * KLAKLAG aagaa -++-×-++=

  GKLAKLA =-++-×-++= }ln)1(ln{ln)}ln()1(ln{ln * aagaa .

This shows that the preliminary-final-estimate discrepancy causes no distortion when estimating

the output gap.

Revision of GDP statistics causes a problem in estimating the output gap when we have to

regress the Solow residual on a time trend to estimate TFP because of measurement errors in

factor utilization.  To separate TFP from the Solow residual, we regress Aln  on a time trend

with publication of the preliminary GDP estimate, while we regress Aln  with publication of

the final estimate.  If the preliminary-final-estimate discrepancy )ln(ln YY -  has zero mean,

the two estimated trends coincide.  Now suppose that the preliminary-final-estimate

discrepancy )ln(ln YY -  is positive during a certain period.  The regression residual of Aln

is larger by the preliminary-final-estimate discrepancy than the regression residual of Aln .

Since this difference is taken to be a reduction in capacity utilization, the output gap is

overestimated by the same amount.

(8) Summary

If statistics contain measurement errors, two kinds of errors may be committed.  First, if we

take the Solow residual to be TFP even though we overestimate factor utilization, we may think

of it as declines in production capability.  In addition, we may be wrong in choosing the

appropriate trend to estimate TFP.  In particular, we may mistake quality changes in production

factors for changes in factor utilization.  See chart 1 for a more comprehensive list of effects on

TFP, potential output, and the output gap.  Note again that comments regarding the output gap

are all in absolute value.

(i) Declines in capacity utilization or labor hoarding mean that an economy suffers from

slackness.  If input data are subject to overestimation, we underestimate TFP, potential

output, and the output gap.

(ii)  If TFP follows a linear trend, we can estimate TFP correctly by regressing the Solow

residual on a time trend.  Thus, we can obtain the correct figures for potential output and

the output gap.

(iii)  If TFP does not follow a linear trend, we overestimate TFP by the amount of the

regression residual obtained in fitting a linear trend to the Solow residual.  Thus,
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potential output is overestimated, which leads to overestimation of the output gap.

On the other hand,

(iv) When quality changes in capital stock or in the labor force, the potential as well as the

actual capability of an economy shrinks.  If we use the Solow residual as TFP without

taking into account quality deterioration, TFP is underestimated.  Nonetheless, potential

output and the output gap are estimated accurately.

(v) If TFP follows a linear trend, we can estimate TFP correctly by regressing the Solow

residual on a linear trend.  Nevertheless, we will mistake quality declines in production

factors for decreases in capacity utilization by the amout of the regression residual, and

thus we overestimate potential output and the output gap.

Furthermore,

(vi) If the labor share contains measurement errors, there will be estimation errors in TFP,

potential output, and output gap.  In particular, when capital intensity grows on an

upward trend, the Solow residual departs from TFP.

(vii)  If TFP follows a linear trend, we extract a combined trend for TFP and the capital

equipment ratio.  Nonetheless, we can accurately estimate potential output and the output

gap.

Finally,

(viii)  Suppose GDP statistics are revised downward (a positive preliminary-final-estimate

discrepancy).  This implies that the TFP estimated from preliminary GDP is greater than

the TFP estimated from final GDP by the amount of the revision.

(ix) Revision of GDP statistics affects the output gap only when we regress the Solow

residual on a linear trend.  In this case, the output gap estimated from preliminary GDP is

greater than the output gap estimated from final GDP by the amount of the preliminary-

final-estimate discrepancy.
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2. Conventional Output Gap

In this section, we present estimates of the output gap that are based on the discussion in the

previous section.  In Japan, there are no statistics that capture capacity utilization in non-

manufacturing sectors.  Thus, usually, capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors is

fixed at 100%.  In this case, it is obvious that the effects of capacity utilization in non-

manufacturing sectors creep into the Solow residual.  Thus, to estimate TFP we usually fit a

linear trend to the Solow residual.  Then we estimate potential output as real gross domestic

product (GDP) by assuming full utilization of labor and capital, with TFP as a given.  The

output gap is the deviation rate of actual output from potential output.  This is the classic

standard method to estimate the output gap, and in this paper we call the output gap thus

estimated conventional output gap.  See appendix 1 for a list of source data that are used and

generated in this paper.

(1) Deriving the Solow Residual

We assume the following Cobb-Douglas type of aggregate production function:12

aa g -
-×××= 1
1)( ttttt KLAY ,

where tY  is real GDP, tA  is the Solow residual, 1-tK  is capital stock at the end of a previous

quarter, tL  is working hours, tg  is capital utilization, and a  is labor share.  Note that we

denote the Solow residual by A  (not by A ) and capacity utilization by g  (not by g ).  This

emphasizes that capacity utilization contains measurement errors.  In this case, the Solow

residual does not coincide with TFP.

In estimating TFP, we need aggregate data on working hours, capital stock, capacity

utilization, and labor share.  We separate capital stock in manufacturing sectors from that in

non-manufacturing sectors.  Capacity utilization in manufacturing sectors can be obtained

from Indices of Industrial Production (IIP) with the historical peak normalized at 100%.

There are no data on capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors like IIP.  Hence, we

assume that capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors is always 100%.  That is,

111 --- +×=× ttttt KNKMmK gg ,

where 1-tKM  is capital stock in manufacturing sectors at the end of a previous quarter, 1-tKN

is that in non-manufacturing sectors, and tmg  is capacity utilization in manufacturing sectors.

                                                  
12 A Cobb-Douglas production function has properties: (i) constant returns to scale and (ii) unit elasticity of factor
substitution.  We show in appendix 2 that both properties are satisfied by applying a CES production function to
Japan’s aggregate data.
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Working hours are calculated by multiplying working hours per capita by the number of

workers.  Let tH  be working hours per capita and tN  be the number of workers.  Then we

have ttt NHL ×= .  We fix labor share at its sample mean (average from the first quarter of

1975 to the latest final-estimate quarter).

(2) Applying a Linear Trend

Taking logarithms of both sides of the above production function and rearranging the result,

we obtain

)ln()1(lnlnln 1-×---= ttttt KLYA gaa .

As discussed, capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors is always assumed to be 100%.

This implies that TFP is underestimated, which in turn suggests that it is problematic to take the

Solow residual ( tAln ) to be TFP.  That is why we remove the effects of capacity utilization

from the Solow residual by regressing it linearly.  In doing so, we assume that Japan’s TFP

grew at a relatively high rate during the asset-bubble period, and thus the trend experienced

kinks before and after that period.  That is,

ttt tA etbbb +×+×+= 210ln ,

where tt  is the asset-bubble trend from the first quarter of 1985 to the fourth quarter of 1991

and is added to a full-sample trend.  In this case, TFP is extracted as

tt tA tbbb ×+×+= 210ln .13

(3) Estimation of Potential Output

To obtain potential output, we assume full utilization of existing capital stock and full input

of available working hours.  That is,

1
** ln)1(lnlnln --++= tttt KLAY aa ,

where *
tY  is potential output and *

tL  is the maximum working hours.  Implicitly, we raise

capacity utilization in manufacturing sectors tmg  to 100%.  Capacity utilization is fixed at

100% in non-manufacturing sectors.

The maximum working hours are calculated as follows.  First, note that the maximum

working hours are given by multiplying the maximum working hours per capita by the

maximum number of workers.  The maximum working hours per capita is the sum of

maximum scheduled working hours and maximum non-scheduled working hours per capita.

                                                  
13 The end of sample used to estimate the trend is matched with the final-estimate quarter of capital stock.
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The maximum scheduled working hours per capita are given by a linear trend with some kinks,

taking into consideration legal restrictions on working hours.  The maximum non-scheduled

working hours per capita are given by the historical high.  The maximum number of workers is

calculated for two groups separately: the 15 to 65 years old population and the over 65 years old

population.  Participation rates for both groups are assumed to grow on trends that form

ceilings of the historical time series.

(4) Estimation of the Conventional Output Gap

The output gap is the rate of deviation of actual output from potential output and is given by
** /)( tttt YYYG -= .  Figure 2 presents the series for the conventional output gap and its

decomposition.  Some comments are in order.  First, since we define potential output as the

largest product, the output gap always takes on a negative value.  Note that by definition, our

output gap is wider than that defined as the deviation of actual output from output that is

obtained by the average utilization of capital and labor or output when inflation is stable.

Second, the conventional output gap was smallest at the end of the asset-bubble in 1991.  It

shrank again during the short-lived boom in 1996.  Toward the end of the 1990s, conventional

output gap continued to expand rapidly and reached –12% in the fourth quarter of 1999.

Third, the behavior of the conventional output gap in the latter half of 1999 was not

necessarily consistent with the Bank of Japan’s Tankan.  Tankan reported that business

conditions began to improve and reversed in 1998 and that excess production capacity and

employment diminished significantly in 1999 (Chart 3).  In addition, it was determined in June

2000 in Japan that the business cycle had reached its bottom at April 1999.  Nevertheless, the

conventional output gap continued to expand thereafter.

Thus, the conventional output gap is inconsistent with companies’ perceptions of supply-

demand conditions.  This inconsistency is attributable to the way the conventional output gap

is estimated, i.e., fitting a linear trend to the Solow residual due to the assumption of full

capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  In Japan, capital stock deteriorated

drastically during the recent long-lasting economic slowdown.  As production technology was

renewed, the capital stock that matched with old technology was rapidly outdated.  Companies

required new skills, but existing labor skills were old-fashioned.  For these reasons, production

capability was likely to decline further than the statistics reveal.  If we fit a linear trend to the

Solow residual, these declines in production capability are captured as regression residuals and

are eventually thought of as declines in factor utilization.  This leads to an overestimation of

the output gap (in absolute value).  This is observed in Chart 2’s decomposition of the output

gap, where the regression residual of TFP expanded rapidly in 1999.
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3. New Output Gap

In estimating the conventional output gap, we fixed capacity utilization in non-manufacturing

sectors at 100%.  As a consequence, when capacity utilization actually declines in non-

manufacturing sectors, we underestimate TFP and the output gap (in absolute value) because we

take the Solow residual to be TFP.  To avoid this error when calculating the conventional

output gap, we estimate TFP by fitting a linear trend (with kinks) to the Solow residual.  From

this estimate of TFP, we calculate potential output and the output gap.  However, the Solow

residual also moves together with quality changes in capital and labor and with variations in true

TFP, as well as changes in capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  This gives rise to

the possibility that fitting a linear trend to the Solow residual will produce inaccurate estimates

of potential output and the output gap.

The theoretical discussion in section 1 showed that if data on production capability contain

measurement errors, we can estimate potential output and the output gap correctly by taking the

Solow residual to be TFP.  To do so, we have to find a way to directly estimate capacity

utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  Then we can assume that the Solow residual will not

be affected by capacity utilization rates and we can estimate the output gap by taking the Solow

residual to be TFP.  We call the output gap thus estimated the new output gap. Notice, however,

that non-manufacturing sectors have large share of capital stock.  Moreover, capacity

utilization affects the output gap directly.  Therefore, we have to be careful when estimating

capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  Next, we introduce a method to estimate

capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors that is based on consumption of commercial

electric power and a production capacity indicator.

(1) Estimation of Capacity Utilization in Non-manufacturing Sectors

Here we introduce two approaches to estimate capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.

In the first approach, we make use of a ratio of electricity consumption to contracted electric

power in non-manufacturing sectors (electric power units).  In the second, we use only a

portion of variations in electric power units explained by a production capacity indicator of non-

manufacturing sectors.

(Estimation by Electric Power Units)

In an electric power sector, electricity consumption (kwh) divided by contracted electric power
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(kw) is called electric power units and is thought to be a kind of capacity utilization.14  In fact,

the behavior of electric power units for large industrial power, which reflects most electricity

consumption in manufacturing sectors, mimics that of IIP.  The series of electric power units

for commercial power, which reflects most electricity consumption in non-manufacturing

sectors, has an upward trend through the first half of the 1990s and is almost flat thereafter

(Chart 4 (1))
15

.  This may reflect an upward trend in electricity-consumption hours due to an

extension of business hours.  This suggests that we can make a more accurate proxy of

capacity utilization by dividing electric power units by maximum electricity-consumption hours.

That is,

   Electric power units             Electricity consumption
                                      =

Maximum electricity-consumption hours       Contracted electric power *
Maximum electricity-consumption hours

         Actual electric power*Actual electricity-consumption hours
  =                                                         = Capacity utilization
    Contracted electric power*Maximum electricity-consumption hours

However, we have no data on maximum electricity-consumption hours.  Instead, we

detrend the series of electric power units for commercial power in non-manufacturing sectors

and define capacity utilization of non-manufacturing sectors by a series of regression residuals

with the peak set at 100%.  This is equivalent to assuming that maximum electricity-

consumption hours have an upward trend.  To begin with, we estimate the following equation.

ekkl +×+= t21 ,

where l  is electric power units for commercial power.  Capacity utilization in non-

manufacturing sectors is obtained by setting ekm += 1  with the peak at 100 %.  That is,

mmg max/=n ,

where ng  is capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  Estimation results are given in

Chart 4 (2).  For comparison, we also present IIP normalized with the peak at 100% (the fourth

quarter of 1990).  A glance at the chart shows that estimated capacity utilization in non-

manufacturing sectors moves together with that of manufacturing sectors.  The former,

however, is more volatile than the latter.  This suggests that electric power units for

commercial power are disturbed by factors specific to electricity consumption and irrelevant to

capacity utilization.

                                                  
14 In the past, contracted electric power is defined as total electric power necessary for all equipment.  In fiscal 1989,
the definition was changed to largest electric power ever realized.  We made adjustments to data to be able to stick
to the first definition.

15 Customers of large industrial electric power include railway, newspaper, and telecommunication companies.
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(Estimation by Production Capacity BSI and Electric Power Units)

As mentioned, capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors estimated from electric power

units for commercial power is more volatile than that in manufacturing sectors and may be

disturbed by factors irrelevant to capacity utilization.  Hence, we should extract the variations

in electricity power units that are attributable to those in capacity utilization.  To do this, we

use production capacity BSI (Business Survey Index) reported in Business Outlook Survey of

the Ministry of Finance.  The BSI is a diffusion index of sufficiency of equipment (the share of

firms that lack equipment net of the share of firms that have excess capacity).  The BSI is

similar to the production capacity DI reported in Tankan by the Bank of Japan, but is more

useful here since we can make use of a long sample that starts from the second quarter of

1983.16  In Chart 5 (1), we present the production capacity BSI and Tankan’s production

capacity DI.  We can see that the two show similar behavior, at least in the 1990s.

Here we regress electricity power units for commercial power in non-manufacturing sectors

both on a linear trend and on the production capacity BSI.  Then we remove the linear trend

and regression residuals to obtain capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  We start

with the following equation.

ecccl +×+×+= tB 321 ,

where B  is production capacity BSI.  Capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors is the

remainder after extracting the trend and regression residuals B×+= 21 ccm  that are

normalized with the peak at 100%.  As before, we present capacity utilization in

manufacturing sectors and that in non-manufacturing sectors in Chart 5 (2).  We find that the

two series show more similar behavior than when capacity utilization in non-manufacturing

sectors was calculated only from electric power units for commercial power.  Moreover, the

large volatility previously observed in capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors is

reduced and is now comparable to the volatility of capacity utilization in manufacturing sectors.

(2) Estimation of the Output Gap

Now we have capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  Therefore, the Solow residual

is free from the effects of miscalculations of capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.

Consequently, we need not fit a linear trend to the Solow residual, and we can estimate the new

output gap by taking the Solow residual to be TFP.17  In Chart 6, we compare the new output

                                                  
16 Tankan’s production capacity DI of non-manufacturing sectors is available from 1990.

17 Note that in this case, as seen in the discussion in section 1, the output gap is calculated only from labor and capital.
Thus TFP is unnecessary to estimate the output gap.
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gap with the conventional output gap.

The new output gap has the following properties.  First, the new output gap is wider than

the conventional output gap through the first half of the 1990s.  This is because the

conventional output gap assumes that capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors is

always 100%, while the new output gap assumes that it is lower.  As a result, the new output

gap is wider than the conventional output gap.

The new and the conventional output gap diverged from the latter half of 1998 to 1999.

Especially, from 1999, the conventional output gap expanded rapidly, while the new output gap

began to shrink.  The behavior of the new output gap is consistent with other business cycle

indicators, including Tankan DIs, which began to recover from the end of 1998, and reference

dates of business cycle, the recent bottom of which was April 1999.
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4. Performance of the Output Gap

In this section, we compare the performances of the new and conventional output gap.  As

mentioned in the introduction, the main purpose of estimating the output gap is measuring social

welfare and the pressure on prices.  For these purposes, we evaluate the output gap that we

derived from two perspectives.  First, the output gap is useful as a measure of the aggregate

demand-supply balance and as an indicator of business conditions.  So we check the

consistency of each output gap with reference dates of business cycle and the Bank of Japan’s

Tankan.  Second, the output gap is useful in measuring pressure on prices.  So we use each

output gap to estimate a Phillips curve and compare the goodness of fit, the stability of its

parameters, and the accuracy of its projections.  We conclude that the new output gap has a

better performance than the conventional output gap.

(1) Consistency with Business Cycle Indicators

First, we check whether turning points in the output gap coincide with those of various business

cycle indicators.  In Chart 7 (1), we present peaks and bottoms of reference dates of business

cycle released by EPA on the top row and turning points in the two series of output gaps in the

two bottom rows.  According to the chart, the turning points of the new output gap are closer

to the peaks and bottoms of reference dates of business cycle than the conventional output gap.

In particular, the recent economic deterioration hit bottom in April 1999, which coincides with

the bottom of the new output gap.  On the other hand, the conventional output gap expanded

during 1999 and is inconsistent with reference dates of business cycle.

Next, we check whether turning points in the output gap coincide with those of various DIs

reported in the Bank of Japan’s Tankan.  In Chart 7 (1), we present the turning points of three

Tankan DIs (business conditions DI, production capacity DI, and employment conditions DI) in

the middle rows.  When we compare these with turning points in the two series of output gaps,

we find that turning points in the conventional output gap do not coincide with those of Tankan

DIs.  On the other hand, in most cases, the turning points in the new output gap coincide with

turning points of at least one Tankan DIs (shown by shadow).  In other words, with regard to

turning points, the new output gap is more consistent with various business cycle indicators.

Furthermore, we calculate cross-correlation and evaluate how closely the output gap

compares with other business cycle indicators.  In Chart 7 (2), we plot cross-correlation curves

between output gap and Tankan DIs.  A high peak of a curve at an origin implies high

consistency of the output gap with a Tankan DI, while a low peak implies low consistency.

When a peak is located to the left of an origin, the output gap moves behind the Tankan DI.
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Conversely, when a peak is located to the right, the output gap moves ahead.  We can see that

in general, the new output gap has a higher correlation with Tankan DIs.  Furthermore, the

conventional output gap tends to move behind Tankan DIs, while the new output gap moves

ahead of the conventional output gap and simultaneously with Tankan DIs.  For instance, the

new output gap bottomed out in 1999, while the business conditions DI hit bottom at the end of

1998, and the employment conditions DI and the production capacity DI began to improve

during 1999.  In contrast, the conventional output gap remained large even in the latter half of

1999.

As seen above, the conventional output gap is less consistent with other business cycle

indicators than the new output gap.  A possible reason is that what the conventional output gap

thinks of as variations in capacity utilization are really quality changes in capital and labor,

which should not be reflected in the output gap.  This is obvious from the decomposition of

variations in the conventional output gap (Chart 2).  In fact, the rapid expansion of the

conventional output gap at the ends of 1998 and 1999 is attributable to the expansion of the

regression residual of TFP (deviations of the Solow residual from its linear trend).  If we

ignored the residual, the conventional output gap would have shrunk in 1999.  This suggests

that the recent reduction in the Solow residual is not due to a decline in capacity utilization in

non-manufacturing sectors, but is attributed to a decline in productivity that results from a

decline in true TFP, outdated capital stock, or deteriorated labor skills.

(2) Estimation of Phillips Curves

Next, we use the conventional and new output gap to estimate Phillips curves for consumer

prices and compare the fit, the stability of parameters, and the accuracy of prediction.  To

estimate, we use the output gap of a previous quarter as well as that of a current quarter.

To begin, we estimate a Phillips curve by including a previous quarter’s output gap as an

explanatory variable.  The sample starts at the third quarter of 1983 and ends at the first of

1998 (Chart 8 (1)).  That is,

2,11 --- ×+×+×+= ttttt mG dgpbap ,

where p  is a quarter-to-quarter percent change in consumer prices per annum, 2, -ttm  is a

three-quarter backward moving average of quarter-to-quarter percent changes in import prices

per annum.

According to the estimation result, a parameter on the new output gap is smaller than that

obtained from the conventional output gap.  This implies that a short-run Phillips curve is

flatter when we use the new output gap than when we use the conventional output gap.  In
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contrast, a parameter on the expected rate of inflation of consumer prices (quarter-to-quarter

percent change per annum) is greater when we use the new output gap than when we use the

conventional output gap.  This implies that consumer prices are found to be stickier when we

use the new output gap than when we use the conventional output gap.  Note that whether we

use the conventional output gap or the new output gap, the coefficient of determination is almost

the same, implying that Phillips curve are equally fitted.

We predict future consumer price inflation by substituting the realized output gap and

previously predicted consumer price inflation in the estimated Phillips curves from the second

quarter of 1998 (Chart 8 (2)).  We find that both Phillips curves underestimate actual inflation

rates of consumer prices.  We can say, however, that the underestimation is smaller when we

use the new output gap than when we use the conventional output gap.

To see the stability of parameters, we estimate Phillips curves by rolling regression.  The

start of the sample is fixed at the third quarter of 1983 and the end shifts toward the current

period (Chart 9).  According to the results, parameters become rapidly unstable from 1998

when we use the conventional output gap (the thin line), whereas parameters are relatively

stable when we use the new output gap (the thick line).  Similar results are obtained when we

use a current quarter’s output gap as an explanatory variable to estimate Phillips curves (Charts

10 and 11).

The following reasons explain why the new output gap gives a better performance than the

conventional output gap.  Japan may have experienced considerable deterioration of factor

quality from 1997 to 1998.  The quality of capital stock, which accumulated in the latter half of

the 1980s during the asset-bubble period, may have deteriorated and rapidly became outdated

while new fixed investment was restrained in the latter half of the 1990s.  Furthermore, R&D

investment may have rapidly reduced and existing production know-how may have been

outdated. The quality of the labor force may have deteriorated as labor skills were lost while

there was a persistent high unemployment rate.  True TFP also may have declined, as

liquidation of production factors was delayed in spite of rapid structural changes in industrial

organization and as productivity of social capital stock declined.  This caused reductions in

aggregate productivity.  Thus, as discussed in section 1, we can estimate potential output and

the output gap by treating reductions in the Solow residual as declines in TFP, as we did in

estimating the new output gap.
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5. Revision of GDP Statistics

In Japan, GDP statistics are revised four times: There are the first preliminary quarterly

estimates (first QE), the second preliminary quarterly estimates (second QE), the final estimates,

the annual revision, and the benchmark revision.  As discussed in section 2, when we do not fit

a linear trend to the Solow residual, the effects of revision of GDP statistics are absorbed by

variations in the Solow residual and do not affect estimates of the output gap.  Yet, when we

estimate the conventional output gap, we assume capacity utilization in non-manufacturing

sectors to be fixed at 100% and thus have to fit a linear trend to the Solow residual to extract

TFP.  In this case, the output gap is overestimated by a preliminary-final-estimate discrepancy.

In addition to the preliminary-final-estimate discrepancy, data accumulate over time; estimated

linear trends shift; and the estimated output gap is changed.  In this section, we analyze the

effects of revision and accumulation of GDP statistics on estimation of the output gap.18

(1) Four Figures for the Output Gap

Publication of GDP statistics is scheduled as follows. First preliminary quarterly estimates are

published about two months and ten days after a corresponding quarter ends.  Second

preliminary quarterly estimates are published one quarter after the first QE.  Final estimates are

published on December in the next year.  Annual revisions are published one year after the

final estimates.  Benchmark revisions are published five years after.

To see the effects of revision and accumulation of GDP statistics on estimates of the output

gap, we calculate and compare the following four series of output gaps.  In this paper, we deal

with the first QE, final estimates, annual revisions, and benchmark revisions (excluding second

QE) and consider that data become more accurate in this order.
19

  To make precise estimates,

we would need first preliminary quarterly estimates, final estimates, annual revisions, and

benchmark revisions for all necessary data, such as capital stock statistics.  For simplicity,

however, we ignore these revisions except for those of GDP statistics and use the latest figures

for others.20

                                                  
18 We thank Ms. Naoko Hara (Research and Statistics Department, the Bank of Japan) for her empirical assistance in
this section.

19 Before 1990, we have only preliminary quarterly estimates of gross national product (GNP).  We converted GNP
figures to GDP figures, using the final estimates of net factor incomes from abroad.  That is, GNP = GDP + Net
factor incomes from abroad.

20 In fitting a linear trend, we assume an asset-bubble trend from the first quarter of 1985 to the fourth quarter of 1991
as well as a full-sample trend.  Note that revision of GDP statistics affects measurement of a labor share.  We,
however, ignore the effect and use the latest estimates.
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(Real-time Output Gap)

Real-time output gap is calculated from GDP statistics available in each estimation period.  To

construct a series of GDP available in each estimation period, we use benchmark revisions first,

annual revisions second, final estimates third, first preliminary quarterly estimates (first QE)

fourth.  Note that we adjust to eliminate data-gap that occurs due to benchmark revision.

(Quasi-real-time Output Gap)

Quasi-real-time output gap is calculated under the assumption that in each estimation period,

final estimates were known.  To construct a series of GDP for quasi-real-time output gap, we

replace the first preliminary quarterly estimates with the final estimates in the series of GDP that

was used for the real-time output gap.  We keep the first preliminary quarter estimates for

recent periods since the final estimates are not available.

(Quasi-final Output Gap)

Quasi-final output gap is calculated under the assumption that in each estimation period,

the latest GDP estimates were known up to that period.  To construct a series of GDP

for quasi-final output gap, we use 1990-based benchmark revisions first, 1990-based

annual revisions second, 1990-based final estimates third, and 1990-based first

preliminary quarterly estimates (first QE) fourth.

(Final Output Gap)

Final output gap is calculated under the assumption that in each estimation period, the

whole series of the latest GDP estimates were known.

(2) Effects of Revision and Accumulation of GDP statistics

A difference between real-time output gap and quasi-real-time output gap reflects a

preliminary-final-estimate discrepancy (Chart 12). A difference between quasi-real-time

output gap and quasi-final output gap reflects an effect of benchmark revision (an effect

of annual revision can be ignored).  While both differences are basically attributed to

revision of GDP statistics, a preliminary-final-estimate discrepancy has a greater effect

than a benchmark-revision effect.  This is because source data used for preliminary

estimates of GDP are substantially different from those used for final estimates of

GDP.21,22 Additionally, it should be noted in practice that the output gap that is based on

                                                  
21 The first and second preliminary quarterly estimates are calculated from sampling data, such as Monthly Report on
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preliminary quarterly estimates of GDP is so volatile that we need time to evaluate its

plausibility.

A difference between the quasi-final output gap and the final output gap reflects a

pure effect of accumulation of GDP statistics.  As we go back in time, the effects of

data accumulation become larger than those of data revision.  Yet, as time passes, the

effects of data revisions become larger.  The effects of data accumulation become

smaller since the data set for quasi-final output gap gets closer to that for final output

gap.

                                                                                                                                                    
the Family Income and Expenditure Survey and Financial Statements Statistics of Corporations by Industry,
Quarterly.  On the other hand, the final estimates (or annual revision) are calculated by the commodity-flow method,
and based on Census of Manufactures, Census of Commerce, Current Survey of Commerce, and Summery Report on
Trade of Japan, etc.

22 Around 1996, the quasi-real-time output gap and quasi-final output gap diverged substantially.  This is because
GDP statistics were changed largely with the annual revision before benchmark revision.
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(Conclusion)

In this paper, we investigate the effects of measurement error in statistics on estimates of

potential output and the output gap from both in theoretical and empirical perspectives.

Theoretical results can be summarized as follows: When there are measurement errors in factor

utilization, estimation error occurs if we take the Solow residual to be TFP.  In contrast, when

there are quality changes in production factors, we can correctly estimate potential output and

the output gap, even if we take the Solow residual to be TFP.

In Japan, there are no statistics on capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  This is

a big obstacle in estimating the output gap.  To resolve this problem, we take two approaches.

To estimate the conventional output gap, we first fix capacity utilization in non-manufacturing

sectors at 100%.  Next, to obtain the output gap, we regress the Solow residual on a time trend

and think of the trend as TFP and of the regression residual as measurement errors in capacity

utilization.  The defects of this approach are two fold.  First, there is no guarantee that the

estimated trend coincides with true TFP and second, we mistake quality changes in production

factors for variations in capacity utilization.  Additionally, the conventional output gap is

affected by revisions of GDP statistics from preliminary quarterly estimates to final estimates.

To resolve these problems, we estimate the new output gap.  Before we estimate the new

output gap, we use electric power units for commercial power to estimate capacity utilization in

non-manufacturing sectors.  Then we can treat the Solow residual as TFP without regressing

the Solow residual on a linear trend.  We should note, however, that since factor utilization is

closely related to the output gap, accuracy in estimates of capacity utilization is directly

reflected to accuracy of an estimate of the output gap.

When comparing the performance of the conventional and new output gap, we find that the

latter is relatively consistent with various business cycle indicators.  According to Short-term

economic survey of Enterprises in Japan by the Bank of Japan, the business conditions DI

bottomed out at the end of 1998, and the production capacity DI and the employment conditions

DI began to improve during 1999.  According to reference dates of business cycle, the bottom

of the recent business cycle was April 1999.  However, the conventional output gap expanded

in the latter half of 1999.  This inconsistencies in the conventional output gap and other

business cycle indicators results from the assumption that a deviation in the Solow residual from

its linear trend is a decline in capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.  This suggests

that we take the deviation to be a reduction in productivity due to a deterioration of production

factors, such as capital stock.  In fact, the new output gap, which takes these points into

consideration, began to shrink from 1999, as various business cycle indicators show.
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Furthermore, we compare the new output gap with the conventional output gap from the

viewpoint of price projections through a Phillips curve.  Whether we use the conventional

output gap or the new output gap, the coefficient of determination is the same.  Thus there is

no difference in the fit of a Phillips curve between the two series of output gaps.  Next, we

made dynamic forecasts of CPI based on the estimated Phillips curves.23  According to the

results, with either output gap, Phillips curves underestimate actual inflation rates in CPI.  We

can say, however, that the underestimation is smaller when we use the new output gap than

when we use the conventional output gap.  Finally, the parameters of a Phillips curve become

unstable rapidly from 1998 when we use the conventional output gap, whereas they are stable

when we use the new output gap.

As seen, the new output gap performs better than the conventional output gap.  Nonetheless,

we should be careful about using the new output gap, since its accuracy depends on how closely

estimates of capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors obtained from electric power

units reflect true capacity utilization.24  Despite these caveats, the new output gap presented in

this paper is useful for measuring slackness in the Japanese economy.

                                                  
23 Dynamic forecasts are obtained by replacing expected inflation rates in an equation with predicted rates calculated
from the estimated equation.  We can check the performance of the estimates by comparing predicted values with
real ones.

24 In addition, as discussed in section 1, utilization of labor force, or labor hoarding, has effects on the accuracy of
estimates of the output gap.
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Appendix 1. Data Description25

tA : Total factor productivity.

tB : Production capacity BSI.

Note: Averaged three total production capacity BSIs (large, medium, small enterprises)

weighted by shares of other tangible assets in Financial Statements Statistics of

Corporations by Industry, Quarterly.

Sources: Ministry of Finance, Business Outlook Survey of the Ministry of Finance,

Financial Statements Statistics of Corporations by Industry, Quarterly.

tG : Output gap.

tH : Working hours per capita.

Note: Total working hours in all industries at establishments with 30 or more regular

employees, (trend-cycle component).

Source: Ministry of Labour, Monthly Labour Survey.

*
tH : Maximum working hours per capita.

Notes: The maximum number of working hours per capita is the sum of the maximum

scheduled and unscheduled working hours. The maximum unscheduled working

hours are given by the historical high. The maximum scheduled working hours are

given by a linear trend, segmented as follows: (i) constant through 1987/4Q, (ii)

decreasing during 1988/1Q-1993/4Q, (iii) constant during 1994/1Q-1997/1Q, (iv)

decreasing during 1997/2Q-1998/4Q, (v) constant from 1999/1Q.

Source: Ministry of Labour, Monthly Labour Survey.

tK : Gross capital stock.

Note: All private enterprises (both incorporated and unincorporated enterprises) in all

industries, adjusted for privatization of government enterprises.

Source: Economic Planning Agency, Gross Capital Stock of Private Enterprises.

tKM : Capital stock in manufacturing sectors.

Note: Including construction in progress, adjusted for privatization of government

enterprises.

                                                  
25 In Japan, National Accounts changed its definition from 68 SNA to 93 SNA on October 2000.  When this paper
was written, only 68 SNA was available.
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Source: Economic Planning Agency, Gross Capital Stock of Private Enterprises.

tKN : Capital stock in non-manufacturing sectors.

Notes: Including construction in progress adjusted for privatization of government

enterprises.

Source: Economic Planning Agency, Gross Capital Stock of Private Enterprises.

tL : Working hours.

Note: ttt NHL ×= .

tL* : Maximum working hours.

Note: ***
ttt NHL ×= .

tN : Number of workers.

Note: All industries.

Source: Management and Coordination Agency, Labour Force Survey.

*
tN : Maximum number of workers.

Notes: The maximum number of workers is the sum of (i) the maximum number of

workers 15-65 years old and (ii) that of workers older than 65 years, as obtained

below:

(i) Maximum number of workers 15-65 years old

We assume that the maximum labor participation rate rises along an upper

boundary of the historical series. First, the labor participation rate is given by a

ratio of workers to the population in the demographic group.  Second, we

regress the labor participation rate on a linear trend.  The maximum labor

participation rate is the sum of this linear trend and a maximum regression

residual.  Multiplying the population by this maximum rate, we obtain the

maximum number of workers 15-65 years old.

(ii) Workers more than 65 years old

Apply the procedure described above to obtain the maximum number of

workers older than 65 years old.

Source: Management and Coordination Agency, Labour Force Survey.

Y : Real gross domestic expenditure (real gross domestic product, GDP).

Note: First preliminary quarterly estimates, final estimates, etc.
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Source: Economic Planning Agency, National Accounts.

*Y : Potential output.

t : Full-sample linear time trend.

mg : Capacity utilization in manufacturing sectors.

Note: Index, 1995 = 100.

Source: Ministry of International Trade and Industry, Indices of Industrial Production.

ng : Capacity utilization in non-manufacturing sectors.

a : Labor share.

Note: See Appendix 5.

Source: Economic Planning Agency, National Accounts.

l : Unit of electric power for business use.

Note: Ratio of electric consumption for business use to electric power contracted for

business use. Adjusted for discontinuity of institutional change.

Source: Federation of Electric Power Companies in Japan, Electric Demand.

t : Asset-bubble trend.

Note: 0 through 1985/1Q, a linear trend during 1985/1Q-1991/4Q, 28 from 1991/4Q.
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Appendix 2. CES Production Function

In this paper, we use a Cobb-Douglas production function for an aggregate production function.

A Cobb-Douglas production function assumes (i) unit elasticity of substitution between capital

and labor and (ii) constant returns to scale.  Here we start with a CES production function,

which is a generalization of a Cobb-Douglas production function, and see how well it fits the

Japanese economy.
26

  Our analysis supports the use of the Cobb-Douglas production function.

A CES production function is given by

( ){ } rnrr dgd
/

1)(
--- -+××= LKAY ,

where v  is returns to scale.  Elasticity of substitution s  is given by )1/(1 r+ .  Log-

transform the above equation, Taylor-expand to second order, and evaluate the result around

0=r .  Then we obtain

tttttt LLKY ln}ln){ln(ln 41321 ×+-××+×+= - bgbtbb

2/}ln){ln( 2
15 ttt LK -××- -gb ,

where we assume that TFP follows a linear trend during the asset-bubble period (a full-sample

linear trend was found insignificant in the case of a CES production function).  Furthermore,

we have db v=3 , )1(4 db -= v , and )1(5 ddrb -= v .  Thus, we can calculate back

parameters of a CES production function as follows.

)/( 433 bbbd += , 43 bb +=v , and )/()( 43434 bbbbbr += .

The estimation results are as follows.

no full-sample trend
(c.f., including a full-

sample trend)

returns to scale 1.003 0.988

elasticity of substitution 1.17 1.24

As shown in the table, both returns to scale and elasticity of substitution are close to 1.  This

implies that we can assume a Cobb-Douglas production function as the Japanese aggregate

production function.

                                                  
26 Giorno et.al. [1995] assumes a CES aggregate production function for the Japanese economy.
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Appendix 3. Choice of Asset-Bubble Trend

In estimating the conventional output gap, we assume an asset-bubble trend (from the first

quarter of 1985 to the fourth quarter of 1991) as well as a full-sample trend.  Here we examine

the choice of a sample period for the asset-bubble trend by a two-dimension grid search with

regard to starting and ending quarters.  We further assume that the asset bubble occurred

between the first quarter of 1984 and the fourth quarter of 1993 and that it lasted for more than

one year.  A specification is given as follows.

tt estA ),(ln 321 tbbb ×+×+= ,

where ),( est  is a linear trend that starts in period s  and ends in period e .  The top five

alternatives in terms of log likelihood are given in the following table.

trend period log likelihood

case 1 (85/1Q-91/3Q) 330.8

case 2 (85/1Q-91/2Q) 330.7

Conventional output gap (85/1Q-91/4Q) 330.6

case 3 (85/1Q-92/1Q) 330.3

case 4 (85/4Q-91/2Q) 330.2

    Note 1. sample period: the first quarter of 1975 to the second quarter of 1998.

        2. estimation method: maximum likelihood with an AR(1) error term.

According to the table, it is likely that the asset bubble starts at the first quarter of 1985 and

ends during 1991.  Moreover, the choice of the asset-bubble period for the conventional output

gap is not unreasonable since it is ranked in the third position in terms of log likelihood.
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Appendix 4. Deterioration of Capital Stock

The Gross Capital Stock of Private Enterprises (by the Economic Planning Agency), which are

used in estimating output gap, report gross capital stock, which takes only scrap into

consideration.  However, capital stock loses productivity as it is used.  Therefore, to correctly

evaluate productivity of capital stock, we have to see net capital stock, which takes into

consideration depreciation as well as scrap.  In this appendix, we estimate the output gap,

based on a market value of capital stock, which uses depreciation rates calculated from prices in

the second-hand market, instead of Gross Capital Stock of Private Enterprises which is

conventionally used to estimate the output gap.27  According to the market value of capital

stock, the difference between gross capital stock and net capital stock has grown in recent years

(Chart 13 (1)).  Note that as shown theoretically in section 2, quality changes in capital stock

give rise to problems when estimating the conventional output gap, but do not affect estimates

of the new output gap.  Thus, it is enough to consider only the conventional output gap below.

According to the estimation results, the conventional output gap is almost unaffected when

Gross Capital Stock of Private Enterprises is replaced with the market value of capital stock

(Chart 13 (2)).  There are two reasons for this.  First, changes in capital stock due to

depreciation have relatively small effects in comparison to changes in capacity utilization.

Second, depreciation of capital stock is partly absorbed by estimated TFP, or by the growth rate

of the linear trend of the Solow residual, and thus has a small effect on the conventional output

gap.

We do not claim that outdated capital stock has no effect on estimates of the conventional

output gap.  In particular, capital stock was more outdated more than had been suggested by

the market-evaluated capital stock, as new fixed investment was restrained as a result of

economic deterioration and the fact that industrial structure changed during the latter half of the

1990s.  In this case, potential output and output gap (in absolute value) may be substantially

overestimated.

                                                  
27 See Masuda [2000] for concepts of capital stock, such as scrap, depreciation, gross capital stock, and net capital
stock and also for a market value of capital stock.
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Appendix 5. Labor Share28

The a  in equation (1) in section 1 is just a parameter that determines labor elasticity of output.

However, if capital and labor markets are competitive, a  coincides with the labor share.29  In

this paper, we calibrate the value of a  by a sample mean of the labor share (obtained from the

first quarter of 1975 to the latest final estimates).  However, there are various definitions for

the labor share.  Thus, a question remains which definition is best to estimate a  used in the

aggregate production function.  This appendix discusses a labor share that is ideal for an

aggregate production function.  After the discussion, however, we see that definition of labor

share has little effect on estimates of the output gap.

(1)  Aggregate Production Function and Labor Share

The left-hand side of an aggregate production function (Y ) is gross domestic product and thus

the denominator of labor share a  should be gross domestic product.  In particular,

depreciation of capital stock should be taken into account because of its volume.  Furthermore,

there are two kinds of gross domestic product: factor price representation and market price

representation, which adds net indirect taxes (indirect taxes net of subsidies) to factor price

representation.  We use the factor price representation, since income of the private sector does

not include net indirect taxes.  Thus, the denominator of labor share is gross domestic product

net of net indirect taxes (= consumption of capital + operating residual + compensation of

employees).  For the numerator of labor share, it is problematic that compensation of

employees in National Accounts does not include compensation of employees in

unincorporated enterprises, which includes their family workers.  Taking these problems into

consideration, the ideal labor share for an aggregate production function is given by

       Compensation of employees in unincorporated enterprises + Employee income
Ideal labor share =                                                                    .

       Consumption of fixed capital + Operating surplus + Compensation of employees

However, compensation of employees in unincorporated enterprises is included in household’s

(including unincorporated enterprises) operating surplus in National Accounts and is not

separated from the other parts.  For this reason, we made alternative assumptions to create

proxies of an ideal labor share defined as above.  So far, we have used as a  the labor share

defined in National Accounts.

                                                  
28 We thank Mr. Masakazu Inada (Research and Statistics Department, the Bank of Japan) for his assistance in this
section.

29 When a labor market is competitive, marginal products of labor are set equal to real wages.  That is,

pwKLALY /)(/ 11 =××××=¶¶ -- aa ga , where w  is a nominal wage, p  is a price level.  Multiplying the

second and third terms by L  and rearranging, we have pYwL /=a = labor share.
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    Compensation of employees

Labor Share 0 =                         .
    National Income

This is a well-known definition of labor share, but it does not correspond to a  since its

denominator is national income.

[alternative 1]

       Compensation of employees
Labor Share 1 =                                                                   .

    Consumption of fixed capital + Operating surplus + Compensation of employees
   – Operating Surplus for Household

While we do not count compensation of employees in unincorporated enterprises in the

numerator, we subtract operating surplus of unincorporated enterprises from the denominator.

This is based on the assumption that the labor share in unincorporated enterprises is equal to

that in large firms.  For precision, we should subtract consumption of fixed capital of

unincorporated enterprises from the denominator, but we did not.

[alternative 2]

    Household’s operating surplus + Compensation of employees
Labor Share 2 =                                                                   .

    Consumption of fixed capital + Operating surplus + Compensation of employees

In this definition, operating surplus of unincorporated enterprises is assumed to be

compensation for labor input in unincorporated enterprises and thus is added to the numerator as

employee income.

[alternative 3]

        Estimated compensation of employees in unincorporated enterprises
       + Compensation of employees

Labor Share 3 =                                                                   .
    Consumption of fixed capital + Operating surplus + Compensation of employees

We estimate and add labor compensation for small business owners and their family workers to

the numerator.  Here we use Salary in Private Sectors (by the National Tax Administration in

Japan) to calculate labor compensation for small business owners and their family workers as

follows.
Compensation of employees      Employee income in private sectors   Wage per worker in small business
In unincorporated enterprises  =                                *

   Number of employee in private sectors  Wage per worker in whole sectors

    * Number of workers in unincorporated enterprises.

The first term in the right-hand side is employee income in private companies except for small

business.  The second is the wage difference between wages for small business owners and

their family workers and those for other workers.  By multiplying these terms by the number of

workers in unincorporated enterprises, we estimated compensation of employees in

unincorporated enterprises in the whole economy.  Annual data are available for a labor share

that uses this definition.
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We plot the three series of labor share defined above as well as the labor share used in the

text in Chart 14.  According to the chart, the four series of labor share have moved with a

maximum difference of 7 to 8% since 1975.  Labor share 0, which is used in the text, has a

clear upward trend.  In contrast, labor share 3, which takes into consideration labor

compensation in small business, has a clear downward trend.  Labor share 2, in which

operating surplus in small business is subtracted from the denominator, and labor share 1, in

which operating surplus in small business is added to the numerator, are almost flat.  We can

say, however, that the two series seem to have bottomed out when the asset bubble hit its peak

(from 1989 to 1990).

As shown in section 2, we can correctly estimate the output gap by regressing the Solow

residual on a linear trend, even though there are measurement errors in the labor share.  A

problem occurs when we take the Solow residual to be TFP, as we did when estimating the new

output gap.  In this case, the estimation error in output gap is given by

gaaaa ln)()ln)(ln( * ---- LL .  However, even if capacity utilization of the labor force

and capital stock changes a little, the change is discounted more than 90% since the difference

in labor share is 7 to 8% at most.  For this reason, measurement errors in the labor share have

little effect on estimates of the output gap.
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(Chart 1)

Effects of Measurement Error
Measurement error Effects on TFP Effects on potential output Effects on output gap

Capacity utilization is overestimated
(underestimated). TFP is underestimated (overestimated).

Potential output is overestimated (underestimated)
by underestimation (overestimation) of TFP.

Output gap is underestimated (overestimated) by
underestimation (overestimation) of TFP.

True TFP is a linear trend.
True TFP can be extracted by fitting a linear trend
to Solow residual.

Potential output is estimated accurately, since TFP
is extracted accurately.

Output gap is estimated accurately since potential
output is accurate.

Capital stock is overestimated (under-
estimated).

TFP is underestimated (overestimated).

Potential output is estimated accurately, since
overestimation (underestimation) effects of capital
stock are netted out by underestimation (over-
estimation) effects of TFP.

Output gap is estimated accurately since potential
output is accurate.

True TFP is a linear trend.
True TFP can be extracted by fitting a linear trend
to Solow residual.

Potential output is overestimated (underestimated),
since a decrease (increase) in Solow residual from
its linear trend is taken to be a decrease (increase)
in capacity utilization.

Output gap is overestimated (underestimated) by
overestimation (underestimation) of TFP.

Labor utilization is overestimated
(underestimated).
(ex. labor hoarding)

TFP is underestimated (overestimated).
Potential output is underestimated (overestimated)
by underestimation (overestimation) of TFP.

Output gap is underestimated (overestimated) by
underestimation (overestimation) of TFP.

True TFP is a linear trend.
True TFP can be extracted by fitting a linear trend
to Solow residual.

Potential output is estimated accurately, since TFP
is extracted accurately.

Output gap is estimated accurately since potential
output is accurate.

Labor input is overestimated (under-
estimated).
(ex. deterioration of labor quality)

TFP is underestimated (overestimated).

Potential output gap is estimated accurately, since
overestimation (underestimation) effects of
maximum labor input are netted out by under-
estimation (overestimation) effects of TFP.

Output gap is estimated accurately since potential
output is accurate.

True TFP is a linear trend.
True TFP can be extracted by fitting a linear trend
to Solow residual.

Potential output is overestimated (underestimated),
since a decrease (increase) in Solow residual from
its linear trend is taken to be a decrease (increase)
in capacity utilization.

Output gap is overestimated (underestimated) by
overestimation (underestimation) of TFP.

The share of labor is overestimated
(underestimated).

TFP is estimated with error, since Solow residual
deviates from true TFP due to an upward trend of
capital intensity.

Potential output is estimated with error if
production factors are underutilized.

Output gap is estimated with error if potential
output is estimated with error.

True TFP is a linear trend.
When capital intensity has an upward trend, true
TFP cannot be extracted even by fitting a linear
trend to Solow residual.

Potential output is estimated accurately by taking a
linear trend of Solow residual (a sum of trends of
true TFP and capital intensity) to be TFP.

Output gap is estimated accurately since potential
output is accurate.

GDP statistics are revised upwards
(downwards).

TFP is overestimated (underestimated) by a
difference between preliminary and final estimates
of GDP.

Potential output is overestimated (underestimated)
by overestimation (underestimation) of TFP.

Output gap is estimated accurately since both
potential output and actual output are overestimated
(underestimated).

A linear trend has to be fitted to
Solow residual.  A difference
between preliminary and final
estimates has zero mean.

TFP estimated from preliminary GDP coincides
with that estimated from final GDP.

Potential output estimated from preliminary GDP
coincides with that estimated from final GDP.

Output gap estimated from preliminary GDP
overestimates (underestimates) that estimated from
final GDP.

(Note) Overestimation (underestimation) of output gap means that its absolute value is overestimated (underestimated).



(Chart 2)

(1) Solow Residual

(2) Decomposition of Output Gap

Sources: Economic Planning Agency, National Accounts, Gross Capital Stock of Private Enterprises, etc.
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(Chart 3)

(1) Business conditions DI

(2) Production capacity DI

(3) Employment conditions DI

             Source: Bank of Japan, Short-term Economic Survey of Enterprises in Japan.
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(Chart 4)

(1) Electric Power Units for Bussiness Use

(2) Capacity Untilization from Unit of Electric Power for Business Use

  Estimation method: Electric Power Units detrended and normalized upper boundary at 100%.
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(Chart 5)

(1) Excess Capacity in Non-manufacturing Sectors

(2) Production Capacity BSI and Capacity Utilization from Electric Power Units
for Business Use in Non-manufacturing Sectors

  Estimation method: Electric Power Units detrended, net of noise, and normalized upper boundary at 100%.
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(Chart 6)

Sources: Economic Planning Agency, National Accounts, Gross Capital Stock of Private Enterprises, National Wealth Survey, etc.
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          (Chart 7)

(1) Output Gap and Peaks and Bottoms of Business Cycle

bottom peak bottom peak bottom peak bottom

Reference dates of Business Cycle83/1Q 85/2Q 86/4Q 91/1Q 93/4Q 97/1Q 99/2Q

Business conditions DI 83/1Q 84/4Q
86/4Q-
87/1Q

89/2Q
93/4Q-
94/1Q

97/1Q 98/4Q

Production Capacity DI 83/1Q
84/3Q-
85/2Q

87/1Q 90/3Q 94/1Q 97/1Q
98/3Q-
99/2Q

Employment Conditions DI 83/1Q 85/1Q 87/2Q
90/4Q-
91/1Q

94/2Q 97/1Q 99/1Q

Conventional output gap - 84/2Q 87/2Q 90/4Q 95/1Q 97/1Q 99/4Q

New output gap - 84/4Q 87/1Q 90/3Q 94/1Q 97/2Q 99/2Q

         Note: 1. Peak and bottom are defined around reference dates of business cycle.
                   2. Shadow shows that peak and bottom of output gap coincide with those of DI.
                   3. All Enterprises Tankan for business conditions DI, product capacity DI, and employment conditions DI.
                   4. Manufacturing industries through 1990/3Q and all industries thereafter for production capacity DI.

(2) Correlation of Output Gap and Tankan DI
    A. Conventional Output Gap

    B. New Output Gap

       Source: Economic Planning Agency, Reference Dates of Business Cycle; Bank of Japan, Short-term Economic Survey

                    of Enterprises.
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Note: Correlation coefficient of Output Gapt and Tankan DIt+i (i=-8,-7,…7,8).

Note: same as above.



(Chart 8)

Phillips Curve (I)

(1) Estimation

          : CPI (trend and cycle components) quarter-to-quarter % change per annum

          : output gap in previous quarter

           : import prices (WPI, total average, yen basis) 3-quarter backward moving average of

             quarter-to-quarter % change per annum

Explanatory variable α β γ δ ADJ-R2 D.W.
1.473 0.563 0.270 0.010
(4.53) (6.01) (4.18) (1.89)

New output gap from 1.440 0.616 0.190 0.009
BSI and Electricity Consumption (3.50) (6.17) (3.16) (1.74)

            Note: sample: 1983/3Q-1998/1Q, t-value in parentheses.

(2) CPI Forecasts

Source: Economic Planning Agency, National Accounts, Gross Capital Stock of Private Enterprises, etc.;

             Management and Coordination Agency, Consumer Price Index; Bank of Japan, Wholesale Price Index.
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(Chart 9)

(1) β

(2) γ

(3) δ

Stability of Phillips Curve (I)

 Note: Rolling regression with sample starting 1983/3Q and sample end moving.
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(Chart 10)

Phillips Curve (II)

(1) Estimation

          : CPI (trend and cycle components) quarter-to-quarter % change per annum

          : output gap in current quarter

          : import prices (WPI, total average, yen basis) quarter-to-quarter % change per annum

α β γ δ ADJ-R2 D.W.
0.976 0.701 0.171 0.011
(3.14) (7.56) (2.83) (2.93)
1.270 0.687 0.171 0.011
(3.66) (7.93) (3.39) (2.93)

            Note: sample: 1983/2Q-1998/1Q, t-value in parentheses.

(2) CPI Forecasts

Source: Economic Planning Agency, National Accounts, Gross Capital Stock of Private Enterprises, etc.;

             Management and Coordination Agency, Consumer Price Index; Bank of Japan, Wholesale Price Index.
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(Chart 11)

(1) β

(2) γ

(3) δ

Stability of Phillips Curve (II)

 Note: Rolling regression with sample starting 1983/3Q and sample end moving.
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(Chart 12)

Effects of Revision and Accumulation of GDP Data
- Conventional Output Gap -
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(Chart 13)

(1) Growth Rate of Capital Stock

(2) Output Gap from Outdated Capital Stock

Sources: Economic Planning Agency, National Accounts, Gross Capital Stock of Private Enterprises, National Wealth

              Survey, etc.
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(Chart 14)

Sources: National Tax Administration, Salary in Private Sectors; Economic Planning Agency, National Accounts.
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